Join the Unhooked Generation

Now You Can Evacuate Your Holding Tank in a Convenient, Clean, Pollution-Free Manner Right from the Comfort of the Driver's Seat.

A Thermasan system adds unprecedented travel convenience for the R.V. owner. The day you install a Thermasan Waste Destruction System, you’ll say farewell forever to the inconvenience of holding tank evacuation stops. On that day your R.V. will become a self-contained, mobile, pollution-free waste destruction plant incorporating the most advanced technology used in sophisticated, modern, pollution-free municipal waste disposal systems.

Sanitation Breakthrough That Has Been Thought Through
Thermasan provides true self-containment and is the ultimate solution to the problem of waste disposal for recreational vehicle owners and manufacturers.

The super-heat energy from the engine’s exhaust is captured and scientifically utilized to batter holding tank wastes into an invisible, bacteria-free, totally harmless emission that meets Public Health and Federal Emission Standards and carries the National Sanitation Foundation Seal of Approval.

Thermasan is offered as optional or standard equipment on all major manufacturers’ recreational vehicles and is sold and serviced through a carefully selected, established nationwide network of installing dealers. Thermasan is marketed exclusively by the FIRST NAME in recreational sanitation products, Thetford Corporation. Write Thetford Corporation, c/o Thermasan, P. O. Box 1946, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.

P.O. Box 1285 Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106

The Thermasan Waste Destruction is marketed exclusively by Thetford Corporation.
Here's How the Thermasan Works

1. When you switch your Thermasan control to the "On" position as you travel down the highway, the green light will glow indicating that the system is Ready.

2. As the speed of your vehicle reaches thirty plus miles per hour, the specially designed Speed Sensor in line between the transmission and speedometer sends a message to the electronic monitoring circuit.

3. Simultaneously, the Thermasan Heat Sensor is detecting the adequate BTU flow in the engine exhaust. When a super-heated condition is reached that annihilates the millions of bacteria, cracks the odor molecules and disintegrates the solids into micron sizes, another message is transmitted to the controls.

4. When both heat and speed conditions are met, the Metering Injection Pump is actuated to withdraw the wastes from the holding tank and transfer it through the corrosion-resistant, heat-tolerant, impact-proof connection system. At this point, the Red Reaction Light signals the driver that wastes are moving through the line—"Destination Waste Destruction."

5. The Holding Tank Evacuation Probe is a self-cleaning, non-clogging screen that removes the waste suspension that has been created by holding tank agitation and bio-chemical reaction. The line flow is governed by the pump to assure just the right positive displacement rate to allow complete waste destruction.

6. Wastes are introduced into a high volume stream of heat energy in the engine exhaust through the stainless-steel Thermasan Sanjector—which is affixed to the exhaust pipe at its hottest point. The Sanjector will not affect engine back pressure or the life of the exhaust system and insures complete waste dispersion for instant conversion into a bacteria-free, invisible, harmless emission that complies with Federal Register, Volume 33, No. 108, Part 2 and National Sanitation Foundation Standard No. 24.

Two New Models

Models B and BL replace the original motorhome Thermasan Model A. These two new systems convert recreational vehicles into mobile, pollution-free waste destruction plants. Either system can be installed on motorhomes, chassis mounts, truck campers, minihomes, and van conversions. The Thermasan Travel-Trailer System will be available in the fall of 1971.

Model B features styled, dash-mounted controls to operate the new, improved second generation Thermasan System.

Thermasan is designed to accommodate the three existing RV sanitation systems. When you order your Thermasan, please specify type:

- **Type 200** in this system, only toilet wastes are collected in the holding tank. Sink, shower and basin waste water bypass the holding tank.
- **Type 500** sink, shower and basin waste water and toilet wastes all collect in a single holding tank.
- **Type 2-500** your vehicle has two holding tanks. One for toilet wastes and the other waste water. Order this type when you want your Thermasan to draw wastes from both tanks at the same time.

Thermasan meets all vehicle safety codes. A Thermasan System can be installed on new or existing vehicles and the system does not interfere with manual waste disposal methods. Each Thermasan System is warranted for one year for all parts. Today's Thermasan reflects the results of seven years of research and field tests, and every unit is engineered and manufactured with the finest materials available to guarantee longastiing, trouble-free use.

The Thermasan Waste Destruction System is marketed exclusively by Thetford Corporation.